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Abstract: — The sale and lease real estate markets have cyclical developments which are often dissimilar in the 
short term and then take coincident trends in longer horizons. The imbalance in the relationship between prices 
and income is normally used by economists to determine any "housing bubbles". However, the structural 
limitations require caution in the use of the ratio between prices and rents as an indicator of an over - or under - 
evaluation in the real estate market. The present work has investigated the relationships between selling and 
rental prices in the Italian housing market, trying to define the actual cause-effect relationships in quantitative 
terms too. It was used a multivariate autoregressive (VAR) model to interpret the mutual influences between 
the two sectors and the macroeconomic fundamentals . The results show that housing prices can influence rents, 
but not the opposite. The Italian housing demand, even the one for investment , does not consider rent as a 
proxy for the corresponding dividend. The work must be attributed equally to the three authors. 
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1 Introduction  
Many economists agree that not only was the 
housing bubble at the root of the economic crisis of 
2008 but also that the particular dynamics of the real-
estate sector are able to anticipate similar economic 
conditions. In the recessions that have hit the world 
economy in the last century, the expenditure for the 
purchase of new housing tends to be reduced before 
a general economic crisis and the decline in the 
percentage of expenditure on buildings is much 
greater than for other components of aggregate 
output. This pattern is found in the case of ten of the 
eleven recessions, including the Great Depression of 
’29 [12]. An analysis of the real-estate market may 
therefore be useful in identifying the variables that 
explain the “fundamental” value, in other words, any 
eventual distortions between the market and actual 
values compatible with the underlying fundamental 
variables. 

There are two possible approaches that are widely 
used in current literature to evaluate and interpret the 
trend in property prices. The first is based on a 
structural evaluation model of the housing market 
that combines the factors of supply and demand. The 
second is based “on the pricing of the activity”, in 
other words, on the relationship between housing 
prices and the cost of housing services, or rather 
rents. 

With reference to the first approach, it should be 
noted that real-estate values represent the equilibrium 
in the relationship between overall supply and 
demand in a specific real-estate sector. They 
therefore depend on factors that either directly or 
indirectly have an influence on these components. 

By focussing on the housing market, it is possible 
to distinguish the determinants of supply and demand 
from those of a financial nature as well as those that 
do not have this connotation. These include non-
financial factors with an influence on supply, such as 
specific government policies designed to encourage 
construction. 

In relation to demand, it is also worth 
distinguishing who considers the home to be a 
consumer durable from who sees it as a good 
investment. For those interested in the direct use of 
the house, and thus indirectly for those who consider 
it a good investment, the non-financial factors that 
affect demand in terms of quantity, quality, 
functions, size and type are sociological, cultural and 
demographic (e.g. change in the population and/or its 
distribution in families). These factors, however, 
show their effects on the real-estate market in the 
long term. 

Whereas, the non-financial factors that affect 
supply and demand (both use as well as investment) 
have short and medium term effects. It is therefore 
on these factors, such as the inflation rate, the cost of 
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money, income and other macroeconomic indicators 
that describe the condition of the entire economic 
system that the structural approach focusses. 

There are also political-regulatory factors that 
have immediate financial effects capable of affecting 
in the short-term any housing demand. In particular, 
the choices in tax policies could stimulate demand 
for direct use (through tax benefits for purchasing or 
deductions for renting) or for investment (e.g., a 
variation of the tax burden on income from 
property). Studies should either take into account 
these structural modifications of the system or ignore 
them – as in this case – by selecting periods during 
which the system was not affected by these changes. 
The possible cointegration between macroeconomic 
fundamentals and house prices has been investigated 
in numerous studies [3, 4, 6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, 25, 
27]. 

The second approach typically used by economists 
to determine any “speculative real-estate bubble” 
considers that a price/rent relationship significantly 
above its historical average is a sign of an 
overvaluation of housing prices. In fact, empirical 
evidence has shown that during the last phase of the 
significant rise in house prices (2000 – 2005), the 
relationship between prices and rents (nominal price 
index divided by the component relating to the rent 
of the house price consumption index) reached 
historical highs in the countries (Ireland and Spain) 
where the effects of the bubble were the most 
evident. 

This approach is based on the concept that rents 
are a proxy of the dividend corresponding to the 
purchase of a property, in other words, to the 
corresponding non-financial, investment activities. In 
order to identify any suspicious distortions of the 
property market, some economists observe and 
measure the changes in the price-rent relationship in 
relation to the corresponding changes in the so-called 
“user cost”. This is the annual cost of housing 
intended as a place producing a “housing service” for 
the owner. The cost of the housing service as an 
alternative to renting is then considered as a 
reference indicator of the rental value of the 
accommodation itself. Poterba [23] defines the user 
cost as the sum of contributions, calculated as a 
percentage on the price of the home, that reflect, 
respectively, the interest gained from investments 
that are an alternative to purchasing the house, 
corrected by taking into account any benefits arising 
from the deductibility of taxes or reduction of 
mortgage interest; the incidence of taxes on the 
property; the depreciation of the construction costs, 
the capital gain/loss attributable to the value of the 
house in relation to market trends (the latter with less 

influence). In this perspective, an increase in future 
dividends should be expected, with the same 
boundary conditions, which results in an increase in 
the value of the underlying asset [2, 24]. In other 
words, high rents would lead to an increased demand 
for housing for their own use, and, in a more marked 
form, for investment, resulting in a price increase. 
While, opposing mechanisms are generated when 
low returns in the housing market – in the face of 
higher returns on alternative investments, which in 
turn may be reflected in inconvenient mortgage rates 
– lead to an increased demand for renting by 
individuals who consider renting to be more 
affordable when compared to the debt of purchasing. 
On the other hand, an eventual over-evaluation of the 
housing prices would lead to less purchases and an 
increased demand in renting, which in turn would 
increase rents. 

In support of the aforementioned statements, it can 
also be noted that, if considering housing as a 
commodity, the purchase or rental should therefore 
be regarded as perfectly substitutable economic 
actions in relation to the need they fulfil. It is also 
worth remembering that two substituted goods or 
services have cross-price elasticity of positive 
demand, i.e. the greater the degree of substitutability 
between the two assets, the greater the decrease in 
demand due to the increase of the price of the other. 
On the other hand, the decrease in demand reduces 
the equilibrium price. Under perfect market 
conditions, the long-term equilibrium condition 
should have the reciprocal effect of either dragging 
up or down the price of the two assets. 

An indicator based on the relationship between 
housing prices and rents, however, may not reflect a 
real condition of the over or under evaluation of the 
real-estate market due to the two sectors (ownerships 
and renting) either being affected by external forces 
or by the same actions that may occur on two 
different markets that are affected differently. The 
most obvious reasons for caution in using this 
approach are its structural limitations, which are 
linked to current legislation on renting, the method of 
measuring reference prices, as well as the varying 
liquidity of the real-estate market in relation to other 
markets as a result of high transaction costs and the 
constraints of indebtedness. Several studies in 
current literature show highly divergent trends in 
prices in the two sectors – that of selling/purchasing 
houses and that of renting. This apparent difference 
between the two trends may be accounted for in 
reality by how rents are defined – which coincides 
with the HICP (Harmonized Index of Consumer 
Prices) component, which measures the expenditure 
on rents. «The rent component of the HICP includes 
public housing rents, which represent a significant 
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share of the rental market in some Eurozone 
countries. Consequently, it is likely that only a 
portion of the rents paid within the HICP (generally 
those involving new leases for housing other than 
public housing) in adapting to market forces and 
changes in house prices in particular» [10]. 

But even for the real value of rents the things do 
not change. The Italian case is an example (Fig. 1). 

 
 
Fig. 1 Price-to-income and price-to-rent ratios in 
Italian residential market 

 
In Italy, the rental market follows a logic a bit 

different from the rest of Europe. First of all, there is 
a shortage of houses to rent compared to the total 
available asset, as a consequence of an onerous tax 
treatment, which severely affects the real estate 
investment, both the one connected to the prospect of 
future profitability and the investment for immediate 
resale after a short use. This is opposed to the tax 
benefits granted to the first house, which instead 
have facilitated the demand of this segment. 

The rates of home ownership have become over 
time an increasingly important role in the overall 
household wealth. Italy is the country that has the 
highest level of wealth in real assets compared to the 
gross disposable income and this mainly due to the 
portion represented by houses. For Italian families 
the house is a top priority. On the one hand, this has 
contributed to increasing the spread of the property; 
on the other hand, indirectly, it has severely 
restricted labor mobility. This indeed, apart from the 
feeling of "affection to the house", is limited by the 
shortage of rental housing and the fiscal cost 
associated with the possible transfer. 

In an international comparison, the share of Italian 
families who live in their own homes is only superior 
to that of Spain, but less than the average of 
countries in the EU. In thirty years, from 1971 to 
2011, in Italy the percentage of rental housing, in the 
total housing available, has decreased from 40% to 
16%, and the number has been reduced to 2.5 million 
[1]. This decrease was in part determined by demand 

conditions, i.e. by individual preferences of Italian 
families and in part from the brakes to the supply. 
The observation of the corresponding gap between 
rents and prices (Fig. 1) helps to understand which of 
the two components, the demand or the supply, has 
dominated in determining the sharp decline of the 
rental market. Given the strong reduction of rental 
housing, a contemporary higher growth in rental 
income compared to the change in house prices is 
observed in the same period. This leads to justify the 
phenomenon as a reflection of a change in the 
supply. The reason of the evident gap between 
incomes and prices in the Italian residential market 
could be due to a reserve supply in the availability of 
owners of unused housing spaces, who are ready to 
pour it on the market only if the rents reach the 
expected levels of capital gain. These levels have 
become relatively high because they reflect the 
higher costs of Italian rent taxation and the costs of 
other bottlenecks: the difficulties of eviction of 
tenants could be seen as a hidden cost in terms of 
reduced reversibility of the decision to give in rent, 
especially for houses temporarily vacant because to 
be used by the children. 

 

 
Fig. 2 - Trend of the annual changes in house prices 
and rents 

However there may be a strong link between 
changes in the market prices of real-estate with a 
specific destination and the corresponding variations 
in rents, albeit with potential and mutual adjustment 
mechanisms, the trends that characterize the values 
of the two sectors may have dissimilar dynamics in 
the short term. The co-movement of the dynamics of 
the two markets (rents and prices) are subject to 
structural constraints that weaken the link or even, as 
demonstrated here, completely cancel, in at least one 
direction, the cause-effect relationship. Therefore, 
the study tries to investigate this relationship by 
highlighting the actual cause-effect relationships in 
quantitative terms. This goal is pursued through the 
use of an econometric multivariate Vector Auto-
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Regressive model [7, 9, 15, 17]. Fig. 2 describes the 
evolution of housing prices and residential rents 
between 1990-2010.  

 
2 Methods 
The VAR makes it possible to explain the 
interdependencies of multiple time series. The aim is 
to interpret the relationship between price and rent 
dynamics. The analysis of these interdependencies 
cannot be considered without taking into account a 
series of macroeconomic variables in the model that 
in the deductive interpretation of the phenomenon 
and on the basis of other experiences in current 
literature, were evaluated as potential keys to 
understanding the relationship between prices and 
rents. At this stage, the variables that despite being 
fundamental in explaining the price (i.e. the rate of 
inflation) were not included due to them not 
constituting an element of distinction between the 
two sectors (selling and renting). The exclusion of 
the inflation rate in the structural analysis has 
obviously suggested using the time series of other 
variables in real terms. Finally, an inductive analysis 
generated a model in which some of the variables 
initially considered were then excluded. 

The variables implemented in the multivariate 
autoregressive (VAR) model, along with the 
residential real-estate prices (prc), were: real 
residential rents (rent); the real short term interest 
rate (int); the time series of the annual differences 
between the actual Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
and the expected GDP (var_GDP); real investments 
in housing (inv_h). 

The data series are annual and cover the period 
from 1980 to 2012. The time series of house prices 
and rents are related to the averages in the semi-
centres of Italian cities and published by “Scenari 
Immobiliari” [31]. The time series of int was 
obtained by considering, for the period 1980-1998, 
the average rates of return on three month Treasury 
bills, and for the years 1999 to 2012, the average rate 
of the three-month EURIBOR [28]. The GDP figures 
were provided by Italian statistical institute (ISTAT) 
[29]. The expected GDP data were provided by 
“Prometeia” [30]. This difference is used as a proxy 
of an indicator of the prospects for future family 
incomes. The impact on the economy caused by a 
change in consumer confidence is evident. 
Expectations of income growth may lead to families 
that are currently renting a house to invest in 
purchasing one. Also the time series of inv_h was 
constructed by using data published by ISTAT. 

 
 

3 Specifications of the model 
The construction of a VAR model requires a 
preliminary investigation of the variables, which can 
include: 
 1) each of the variables of the system being 
described by a univariate ARMA (AutoRegressive 
Moving Average model), or at least by a stationary 
process; 

2) the model variables are co-integrated, that is, 
each is described by a non-stationary process, with a 
specific linear combination of stationary variables 
being considered. 

In this study, the stationarity of each of the 
variables included in the model was verified as well 
as, if negative, the ability to render them stationary 
by the methods suggested in current literature [16, 
18, 19, 22, 26]. The used software (JMulti) traces the 
univariate analysis diagram, proposed by Box and 
Jenkins [4], and allows for appropriate diagnostic 
checks on the reliability of the hypothesis of 
stationarity of the stochastic process that describes 
each series. 

In order for the process generating the data to be 
considered stationary, an initial difference was 
carried out on the variables prc, rent, int, inv_h. 
There was no need to make any changes to the 
variable var_GDP. For the purpose of a reliable 
statistical significance the variables defined in the 
VAR model are as follows: ∆prct: the time series of 
the variable prices integrated to the first differences; 
∆rentt: the time series of rents integrated to the first 
differences; ∆intt: the time series of short-term 
interest rates integrated to the first differences; 
var_GDPt: the time series of annual differences 
between actual GDP and expected GDP; ∆inv_ht-1: 
the time series of housing investments integrated 
with the first differences and deferred for a year. 

For brevity, the paper does not present the graphs 
of the autocorrelation of the residuals for each 
differentiated time series, from which, along with the 
test results shown in Table 1, highlight how the time 
series considered can be regarded as generated by a 
stationary stochastic process. 

 ADF test 
(2 delays) 

Portmanteau 
test (p-value) 

Ljung-Box 
test (p-value) 

∆prct -2.4536 0.9534 0.8562 
∆rentt -2.1934 0.8032 0.4323 
∆intt -2,8756 0.6235 0.8541 

var_GDPt -4.3275 0.9347 0.8954 
∆inv_ht-1 -2.5194 0.9998 0.9999 

Table 1 – statistic tests on the variables 
During the specification phase of the VAR model 

to be implemented, the software makes it possible to 
identify in advance the insignificant correlations 
between the variables considered, through a t-
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Student test for each coefficient of the model (Table 
2). It is worth noting that the constant was not 
inserted in the functions of the model. This is 
justified by having used the first differences of 
variables, whose values generally fluctuate around 
zero. With the correlations between the statistically 
insignificant variables having been neglected and 
considering the results of Akaike and Schwarz 
information criterion, the implemented VAR model 
considers the following linear relations in (1).  

 
t-ratios ∆prct ∆rentt ∆intt var_GDPt ∆inv_ht-1 
∆prct 5.6542 - -2.847 1.994 -2.659 
∆rentt 3.7841 - -2.853 2.657 - 
∆intt 2.4513 - - - - 

var_GDPt - - - 20.258 - 
∆inv_ht-1 2.357 - - 2.124 2.357 

Table 2 – t-Student of the coefficients in the model 
Diagnostic tests (Portmanteau test, non-normality 

test, Jarque-Bera test), Granger-causality tests and 
Chow tests for the stability of the parameters are 
characterized by p-values that show the goodness of 
fit of model obtained.  

4 Results 
From the linear system that defines the model 
developed, it is possible to deduce that: 

1) Housing prices depend on themselves delayed 
by a year, they react with the same one-year delay to 
changes in short-term interest rates and the 
differences between actual and expected GDP. The 
variable is related to investments in homes with two 
year delayed reactions. There is no significant 
relationship with rents. 

2) Rents depend on real-estate prices, the short-
term interest rate and the differences between actual 
and expected GDP with a one year delayed reaction. 

3) The short-term interest rate is tied to variations 
in property prices with a one year delay. 

4) Housing investments and property prices are 
related to the differences between actual and 
expected GDP with a simultaneous relationship as 
well as depend on themselves with a one year delay. 

 
 

4.1 Response functions to the impulse  
From the graphs in Fig. 3, in which the response 
functions of house prices to a unitary shock of the 
endogenous variables are correlated, it is evident that 
there is a direct relationship with the variable 
var_GDP, while the relationship is reversed with the 
short-term interest rate and housing investments 
(one-year delay).  

 

Fig. 3 - Response functions of house prices to 
impulses of the short-term interest rate, housing 
investments and variable var_GDP 

Fig. 4 shows the response functions of rent to the 
impulse of other variables. 

 

Fig. 4 - Response functions of rents to an impulse of 
housing prices, the short-term interest rate and 
variable var_GDP 

With reference to other relationships identified by 
the model but not shown in the graphs, it is 
interesting to note that impulses to real-estate prices 
and the variable var_GDP produce instantaneous 
shocks to housing investments. 

In order to compare the results in quantitative 
terms, each variable is given an impulse equal to the 
standard deviation of the transformed series and, 
output, the response is measured as a percentage, the 
standard deviation of the series represents in the 
model the dynamics of housing prices (Fig. 5) and 
rents (Fig. 6), respectively. 
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Fig. 5 - Quantitative response of housing prices, as a 
percentage of the standard deviation, effect of 
“normal” impulses of the other variables 

 

Fig. 6 – Response functions of rents to an impulse of 
housing prices, the short-term interest rate and 
variable var_GDP 

It therefore seems that “normal” changes in the 
explanatory variables of rents have effects that are 
about two times greater than those affecting housing 
prices. 

 
 

4.2 Forecast Error Variance Decomposition 
The Forecast Error Variance Decomposition (FEVD) 
makes it possible to obtain information about the 
contribution that each of the variables considered has 
on the variability in housing prices. This process 
reveals, in particular, that the dynamics of the real-
estate prices is explained for about 44% (the 
unexplained part being attributed to the characteristics 
of the housing market). The short-term interest rate is 
the variable that provides the greatest contribution in 
explaining the variance in housing prices (22%), 
followed by housing investments (18%), and, finally, 
the variable var_GDP (4%). 

As regard the breakdown of the variance of rents, 
in this case the variable interest rate is the most 
significant (25%). This is followed by real-estate 
prices (11%) and the variable var_GDP (5%). 
Overall, the dynamics of the time series of rents 
(41%) is explained by the variables considered in the 
VAR (1) model.  

As for the other relationships identified, the 
variance of the interest rate is explained by the real-
estate prices (22%), whereas the variance in housing 
investments is accounted for 35% by property prices 
and 7% by the variable var_GDP. 

 

 
Fig. 7 – Response functions of rents to an impulse of 
housing prices, the short-term interest rate and 
variable var_GDP 
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Fig. 8 – Response functions of rents to an impulse of 
housing prices, the short-term interest rate and 
variable var_GDP 

 
5 Conclusions 
An interpretation of the results indicates how funding 
decisions as well as the resulting change in demand 
for the purchase (which in turn produces a change in 
housing prices) are highly responsive to short-term 
real interest rates. No significant meaning can be 
attributed merely on this evidence due to the variable 
of inflation rate having been excluded from the 
analysis. While other studies have highlighted it as 
the most decisive factor in explaining the dynamics of 
residential property prices. Due to the fact that real-
estate investments in Italy are perceived as an 
alternative to bond investments and/or government 
bonds, the increased uncertainty about future returns 
expected from the latter, in periods of persistent high 
inflation, directs savings towards real-estate. Less 
likely, is the hypothesis that Italian investors have an 
“intelligent” attitude, i.e. to purchase property in 
times of high inflation and high nominal interest rates, 
borrow money in times when there is a low real 
interest rate. As illustrated by Tsatsaronis and Khu 
[25], financing decisions are normally more 
responsive to the nominal yield curve rather than real 
tax rates. This correlation, from which we should 
expect an inverse relationship between inflation and 
real estate prices, however, plays a lesser role than the 
factor that indicates the purchase of real property as a 
refuge against the risk of inflation. 

The model also describes a reaction logic to the 
housing demand in expectation of future income. 
Similarly, positive expectations lead to an increase of 

the offer (housing investments). It is also consistent 
with the economic logic of the asymmetry in the 
mutual relationship, highlighted by the model, 
between the latter variable and housing prices. On the 
one hand, a change in housing investments results in a 
change in the inverse change of the balance in the 
market (increasing supply will reduce prices and vice 
versa); while on the other, price increases stimulate 
new investments. 

The coherence between the statistical significance 
of the functional dependencies described above, and 
the behavioural and institutional relationships which 
follow from economic theory confirms the reliability 
of this VAR model, defined to analyse the 
interdependence between housing prices and rents in 
Italy. 

With specific reference to this relationship, also 
directed, between house prices and the respective 
rents, the model describes it as being non-
bidirectional. Housing prices can influence rents but 
not vice versa. This, in particular, highlights that the 
cost of a housing service has a unique underlying 
fundamental real estate prices. The other functions of 
the model that complement the explanation of the 
variance of the rents are to be interpreted as 
“spurious” relationships due to always having price as 
the intermediate variable. The housing demand, even 
the one for investment, does not seem to consider rent 
as a proxy for the corresponding dividend. In fact, a 
change in rents is always generated by a similar 
change in housing prices but by itself, it is unable, for 
the same boundary conditions, to become an increase 
in the value of the underlying activity. When 
choosing a housing investment, the current amount of 
the rent has a minimal role. The reasons are to be 
found in the relevant transaction costs, the structural 
limits of the rental market, and probably in the fact 
that the investor considers when making the choice, 
the rate of return linked to the capital gains to be 
decisive rather than that generated by rent. 
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